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Wealth Magnet 1: Remove Inhibitions to Wealth Attraction  

A big impediment to attraction of wealth is the idea that the amount of wealth floating around to 
be attracted is limited. If you believe it’s limited, then you believe that each dollar you have 
came to you at someone else’s expense—your gains are another’s loss. If you can make 
every last smidgen of belief that wealth is limited go away, your attraction of wealth will 
suddenly, automatically, go from modulated, limited, and suppressed to full power. 
Opportunity, money, and wealth will quickly flow to you in greater quantities and at greater 
speed than you’ve ever before expected. 

The queasiness about price, about whom someone is selling to, about their ability to pay, their 
ability to afford it is all deadly. And the truth is, anytime you start to make those decisions for 
other people, it really reflects more about what’s going on internally with you than it does with 
anything else. 

Wealth Magnet 2: Unequivocal Belief in Abundance 

It is time to immerse yourself—even if it is virtually—in the amazing wealth that is in the world 
around you. Invest in some of the top wealth magazines that you can find on homes, jewelry, 
cars, boats—whatever interests you—and review these magazines imagining what it would be 
like to partake in this lifestyle. Keep in mind we are self-fulfilling prophecies and that you have 
to condition your mind before you can accept these wealth magnets as natural in your life. Go 
to fancy restaurants and if nothing else at least order an appetizer and feel the luxury that can 
be yours if you change the level of abundance you are willing to create for yourself. 

Don't Buy What the Bad News Mongers Are Selling 

Beware the news media. For some perverse reasons of their own, the mainstream media 
constantly underreports good economic news and over-hypes bad economic news. It is a 
huge, huge, huge mistake for you to accept the mainstream-media-biased, liberal-agenda-
driven misrepresentation of the state of the economy or the amount and level of opportunities 
in this country—at any time. 

Speak Money 

Most people speak lack, poverty, inadequacy, doubt, and fear. You have to be careful about 
the vocabulary you use because every single word—thought, spoken, or written—if inner 
directed, constitutes programming instructions to your subconscious mind. Pay attention to the 
language that you’re using on a regular basis not only to yourself but your team, your family, 
your friends, and everyone around you. Take an honest look at where you’re sabotaging 
yourself and reinforcing beliefs that cause stress, strain, and lack in your life. As Dan Kennedy 
often says, “Make no mistake, what you speak matters. And you can and will attract more 
wealth easily by speaking the language of wealth.” 
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